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Se uence of an Arc Flash

Morgan Christensen, Facilitatur Amy White, Editor

Whfrf's Your Why?-Kirk $tevsn$

Why? Anyone who has spent much time around a
toddler will know that this question can become a
bit annoying. The reality is that these toddlers are
just trying to suck up every bit of information they
can get their hands on. Why is such a great
questron, adults ought to be asking it more often.
Why don't I have on my PPE? Why are we doing
this job in this way? Why am I trying to cut corners
to get done more quickly? Why am I willing to use
risky behavior? Why am I willing to potentially be
injured? Why do I want to go home in the same or
better physical condition than when I started my
shift?

Everyone has a reason as to why they want to go
home at night safely. Maybe you have family you
are going to spend time with, or there might be a
ball game that one of your kids or grandkids will be
participating in. Do you and your friends have an
amazing ATV outing or mountain bike trail you are
planning to explore? What about that vacation you
have been planning on for months or the home
improvement project you are trying to complete?
There are a multitude of different reasons why we
should want to be safe at work. What is your whfi

Maybe a better question we should be asking
ourselves is, "What is our why nofr" Why am I not
taking the extra time to look over the job at hand
and making sure it is being done safely? Why am I

not going and getting my respirator from my hutch/
locker? Why am I not putting on the provided arc
flash PPE when racking out a breaker? Why are
we taking a shortcut that might stop us from fulfilling
our "Why?"

Oftentimes we may think there is no risk; the job
has been done like this for years without an
incident. Maybe we are new to the power plant
industry and are just not fully aware of the risks
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being taken when we do
seemingly simple things.
Maybe we place too much
trust in mechanical or
electrical equipment that
we feel won't fail-such as
a breaker handle indicating
that the breaker is racked
out-when in reality the
contacts inside the breaker
are still connected. Or do



Wlhat's Your tUhy? soFlf.
we place too much trust in a switch on a 6.9kV
breaker that is designed to eliminate an arc flash
situation (httpsJ/youtu be/5df06xirApQ)? Do we
blindly trust that a pipe isn't under pressure before
breaking loose the flange bolts?

Unfortunately, Iife experience seems to be the
greatest teacher. Most of us have to learn the hard
way that hanging our safety glasses on our shirt
instead of on our nose is a huge risk. We don't fully
understand the risk of not donning arc flash PPE or
an SCBA because we have never seen an arc flash
happen or experienced the effects of breathing tn
SOz, chlorire , or other gases. Eleanor Roosevelt
said it best . . . "Learn from the mistakes of others.
You can't live long enough to make them all
yourself." Wouldn't it be a much less painful lesson
for each of us if we learned safe behaviors from
others?

The purpose of the VOLTS program at IPSC is to
help change our at-risk (exposed) behaviors-to
help us stop and analyze our actions before we do
something unsafe. The reason we do observations

is to identify exposed behaviors that can be
discussed and then work together to come up with
a safer solution (we hope). ln this way, we learn
from our own potential mistake-and from the
mistakes of others-helping us to avoid the pain
that can come from exposed behavior.

Safety rules at IPSC were put into place due to years
of learnrng from others' mistakes in the power plant
industry. The requirement to wear PPE isn't
something that is just a good idea; it has been proven
over and over again to effectively provide personal
safety.

When we think about it, we all know that doing a job
safely comes down to our behavior. Yes, we want to
do the job quickly and efficiently. No, we don't want to
hold up a job unnecessarily. We should ask
ourselves if the risk is worth the supposed gains in
time and efficiency. We all know that ample time is
given to us in order to do a job safely. Use that time
to analyze the hazards and learn from the mistakes of
others. What is your Whfi

VfitfS Data Report

The VOLTS Contact Rate is one of IPSC's safety
goals which is tied to our fiscal-year incentive that
each employee can influence or impact.

ln behavior-based safety, a contact rate of 1.0 means
that there are at least as many observations during a
month as there are employees-or a minimum of 385
observations since IPSC has 385 employees.

The plan is that employees performing more at-risk
jobs may be observed more than once a month and
employees doing less at-risk jobs be observed Iess
frequently-possibly once a quarter.

Each employee contributes to attaining the Contact-
Rate goal-either as a person being observed or as
an observer.

Congratulations to all IPSC employees on 6,079
Protected Work Behaviors being observed during
November! Keep up the good work at minimizing
exposed behaviors.

SIX-MONTH PERC ENTAGH OF
458 EXPOSED BEHAVICIRS
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November Report Summary
VOLTS Contact Rate (Performance
lncentive Goal is to Remain Above 1)

1.4

Observations Performed 544

Protected Work Behaviors Observed 6,079

Exposed Work Behaviors Observed 77


